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PART B

Í

OUFTKR V. THE DATA ANALYZED

SA

In selecting « specific set of linguistic data ta analyze, the
researcher must take into amount three main faetón besides
that of the specific aim of ¿to research:
(i| accessibility to data collectiets,
(ii) need to assess the data, and
(tii) analytical approach.

Although it may seem that the specific aim of the research
should have complete preference in terms of choosing the data
to work from, it is difficult to say which of the three points has
prevalence upca the others when it comet to the real situation
in which the restu/ch ii going to be developed. The degree in
which each of thrrr «ff-cted +.:• selectiu^ and analysa of toe
data presemed in this research will be the subject of this
chapter.

~

5.1. TW selection of data

Doing sociolingüístic research h not always an easy job, in
nwny cases owing to theoretical probhms (as has been shown
•ooi«), out in mtny others because of practical (Labov 1984)
ami sometimes ethical problem (Chaika 1982). Making people
talk through interviews does not stow tbem 'acting socially', but
rather it shows then 'altruistically' providing information, which
is not a very common situation in real life. We could say that a
researcher-informant interview is socially meaningless in the
sense that the role and status of the participants are temporarily
suspended, there is no definite goal of the interaction (apart
from that of getting as much information as possible on the part
of the researcher), and the outcome of the interaction has no
consequences on the future behaviour of the participants or
their relationship.
If we are to focus on realistic speech behaviour we need to
he able to intrude into the everyday life of the language user,
but this -nay be seen as an attempt to dupo.ssess someone of
his/her rights to privacy. One way of avoiding this problem is for
the researcher to concentrate on that pat: of the individual's
social life which it located between me priva» and public
Jomains. The professor-stu'tent office appointment, I assume,
fiu very well into this intermediate area. The other way out of
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the ethictl problem to W pt acquainted M imidi M possible
witb the subjects whose linguistic output is to be analyzed, so
tha. an atmosphere of trust and confidentislity is teilt up prior
to the collection of data.
As a participant in a research programme in an American
university, both possibilities appeared naturally available to me
through my relationship with professors and students.

5.1JLColUclio«ofdaUi
The idea of analyzing naturally-occurring interaction in the
form of speech events is probably as old as ethnography and
ethnomethodology. The perspective applied to the analysis of
speech sees a conversational encounter "as a microcosm in which
soci«! and cultural constructs are created by means of
communicative interaction" (Tusón 198' 30). The specific aim
of the researcher is to discover the mechanisms through which
the participants convey their own intentions and interpret the
intentions of others while, at the same time, attending to the
social and structurs! requirements of ihr basic unit of talk,
which is the speech event.
Speech events constitute the bask unit for the study of
speech behaviour when related to context (both immediate and
socio-cuitural context). The other reason for choosing the
speech event as a unit of analysis is the possibility it offers for
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analysing units of talk larger fttt the turn or exchange (Wald
1976, Polanyi ana Scha 1983, Houtkoop and Mazeland 1985).
There b still a third reason far studying speech events, stat is,
the discoveiy of ratal of conversational management such is
turn allocation, topic/section transition, entrances, exits, etc.
The speech events which will be analyzed were collected
through fieldwork during the first naif of 1987 in the
Anthropology Department of the University of Florida and
during the 1989-90 academic year in the Dépannent of
Philology of the University of Barcelona at Lleida. The object of
study was student-professor interactions during office hours. A
total of W conversational events in English and 5 in Catalan
were taperecorded and analyzed. These related to situations as
different as consultation on thesis proposal, asking for a letter
of recommendation, financial assistance for a conference trip,
term projects, etc. Most of the students were between the ages
of 18 and 30. Conversations were recorded in the offices of
three American and two Catalan professors.
Previous to my actual collection of data I decided to spend
soné tine making myself familiar with the structure of the
dépannent of the American university. To do that I had
frequent conversations with the professors I had selected for my
fieldwork. I also sat for a few periods in two graduate classes. iy
the time I started collecting data most of the graduate students
in the dépannent knew who I was or, at least, had seen my lice
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ofun eMNigh to consider me as part of the departotnt. In U*
case of the Catalan university, at the time I did myfieWworkI
had been a meraber of the staff for tue years and, ihr ^fore, I
was very «Mil acquainted with the structure and dynamics of toe
department.
The method 1 used for the collection of data was that of
observation. I sat in the professors' offices and when a
student came to have an appointment with them, I always
introduced myself to the students and requested their consent to
let me observe and taperecord their conversation with the
teacher. Although I never took the initiative to participate in
the encounter, I was sometimes addressed by the participants I
also took notes on certain features which could not be reflected
on the tape and that, ! thought, might be helpful for my
interpretation of the encounter.

S.U. AtMsiaMBi of tilt data

Tannen (1984: 34) rightly points out one of the basic
problems in analysing speech behavior:
*ll te a probte«. MM oaly lor participait» INN »ko for the «aaJyt!
mA for tit readc.» who with to put ike pram tludy •
pmpectivc, tlM the proceu of •kro···lyut lead» to dulortioB

One way of salvaging part of the problem to to have the
data assessed by means of the analyst familiarity with the
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participants, the institution and the community. Ht other
possibility li IQ have the participant* Hiten «nd react to the
taperecording »nd the analyst's interpretation, This process of
assessment can only te done in M environment where the
researcher is sufficiently ai ease to be able to contact the
participants after the interaction. The university environment
provided the ideal situation for me to ^ able to do this. As I
have said above, by the time I started my recordings of
conversations 1 had become familiar enough with the institution
and its members to be able to start on my own assessing and
interpreting the data I was obtaining. I was abo able to contact
the students whose conversations I had previously tape recorded
and observed. They were of great help not only with
transcription problems but also in providing the background
information necessary for a full understanding of the encounter.
The problem of the arbitrariness of the investigator in
interpreting the data according to his/her values, presupposition
and ideology is another factor which must be taken into account
in the analysis of data. The solution adopted in the present
research is that suggested in Schegloff (IVW1), which involves
limiting the description and interpretation to those phenomena
which can be corroborated by the orientations

that the

participants themselves show in the course of the conversation.
The pMMMc «Itcruitvc. ikca, to (he MMlranae» anted earlier is
M tronad docriptioa M lit oricBlaik>a> of the participas!».
Social KMBce descriptiu«» wtick tubait to lau tiaciplinc CM,
pcrtupt, be '•erne «locriptioi»*, for the »c Icrtioa «MÜC MMB ihc
«mctt availabte w «kicripiioB will reflecl BO<
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in wh tfcff OTM?>mHMi of tfc§ ÏMvircr w the ooMctt of
M tlKMc of tbe ptnicipuu i« tbc cvtsi. bciaf descri»Mi, ikat ti,
Mlectioi prwcipics iwtiseaous 10 ike eveat» bei*t docribed.
<Scfce|k>ff 1968:21)

SJ. Analytical approach

The

process

of

identifying

specific

conversational

exchanges as representative of socio-culturally familiar activities
sett some very specific constraints on the units of speech
behaviour to be analyzed. An activity becomes familiar when the
expectations of the participants in terms of the purpose,
development, and outcome are accomplished. According to
Gumperz (1982a: 162), these expectations "are learned in the
course of previous interactive experience and form part of our
habitual and instinctive linguistic knowledge. Co-occurence
expectations enable us to associate styles of speaking with
contextual presuppositions". By confronting these expectations
with the data available we can also resolve possible ambiguities
it the perceptual or »equenú»! levéis (oumpen 1989: 4). The
concept that has been proposed in the literature to denote this
"organised background knowledge which leads us to expect or
predict certain wpects in our .interpretation of discourse* is that
of schemata (Brown and Yule 1983: 24,
Speakers' intuitions about rules of language use are almost
always related to the idea of context. One only needs to ask
people about the use of an expression or check in a conversation
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manual m find out that mos» of the times the explanation it
tuses an the context, e.g.
Yon «MiM ute 'Pardoh at* when, lor CM»|>ÍC, two peopk arc
talking to • doorway «ad you need 10 p*&» bclweea then.

All this 16Mb to the conclusion thai in order to explain
language through contex* ont neetîs to &t«rt from a very specific
situation, that is, the veech event, where the analyst has access
to as much con;extual information as possible. But at the same
time the sptech event has to be a common .nough activity to
develop according to a characteristic set of organizational and
behivtouul 'rules'. It is out of these rulei that the participants
derive their expectations.
The professor-student office appoint met., has become as
much a part c " u.e academic life in American universities as the
classroom event. An-, because of this, its development is as
strongly object to interactional patterns ai the classroom
session (Sinclair and Coulfhard K?S, Stubbs nnd Robinson
"g7V, lusôn 1986. Nuss hau-m 1990) or other speech events such
as psychiatrist patient (Labov and Fans he! 19T?), cour! room
discourse (Atkinsor and Drew 1979) or casual conversation
i^urton 1978). Another sou re- of interest in an-'ysing speech in
an educational setting is the role education plays in il. crer :ion,
maintenance and trtasmission of a culture.
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Descriptions of natural discourse »re usually divided
between quantitative analyses, i.e. those which foots on t large
amount of talk und aim to explain v.hy a particular feature is
distributed In texts In general, anü qualitative analyses, i.e. those
which focus oo i few sequences of talk with the aim of
accounting for the way in which each utterance fits into a
spccific text. Accord i-ig to Schsffrio (1987: 67-58) the former
approacn responds to a scientific, objective approach intending
to establish genrraUiations ba&ed OR the accumulation of
instances. The second ^pproach is the product of a more
humanístic, subjective approach, which considers that trtc
process of interpretation cf two instances of the same structure
is so strongly dependent on te&iu«l and contextúa! particula'ities
that it becomes impossible to make universal statements
It seems to me, however, that ths two approaches are rot
incompatible but ccinpien.emary. In the first place, w? need to
apply a qua'ttaiive gnalysis to discover the relevant units or
segments of talk as weI1 m îbcir rebîionihip with the type of
iask and the uhysical and »odo-nihurai con;«n: in which they
cppcar. in the ^coiid place, the qualitative arialyie * I Sows us to
rel&ie the «stablishcd units or scgmenis of talk to the iinpistic
unit« of pnor.ology. morphology, syntax, and lexicon.
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research combine the qualitative

quantitativ? approaches in the wty expend in the previous
paragraph. The first part involves an ethnogi*phic analysis of
twenty speech events in English and uve in Catalan, which will
result in the labelling of certain segments of talk according to
their pragmatic function in the specific text. Toe second part of
the analysis involves catering both the conversational data and
the respective labelling* into a database programme which
«mild allow us to have ready access to «II the instances of the
sane segment or the same labelling. In this way, we were able to
account not only for
interactionally

the way in which the segment is

interpreted

but also for

the

relationships

between specific interpretations and syntagmatic context.

5.2.2. Critical ana descriptive goals

Describing su<*h a limited speech event (that is, limited in
terms of its relevance to the social life of the speaking
community) with ¡he hope of pointing out certain facts about
conversational competence in general would be a useless task if
we were net able »o induce some further consequence» from the
immediate analysis. My main goal is not to come up with some
prescriptive model of how to talk (in this specific case Siow to
talk to a professor), but rsîher to point to some Jiscovery
procedures for the understanding of situated talk A second plea
for the use of in empirical-conceptual approach vertus w more
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abstract one is t he meaningfulness of social »«ion because it b
seen against a Ml set of possibh meanings.
Soctii tctioB it by dcfiaiikMi •e··i·inil ta te »ewe tk«t tie
pankipMit to the acatte perceive h ta term» of tactfrand of
thared •ea·i·j» ( Venclueíti J985: 16)

At this point, in order to Justify he selection of an
institutionally well-defined situation for the ob ta i n me n t of data
we need to introduce the distinction between critical and
descriptive goals in the analysis of discourse established by
Fairclough (1985). He defines a descriptive goal for discourse
analysis as the one "whose goals are either non-explanatory, or
explanatory within 'local' limits" (1985: 753). By 'local limits1 he
refers to factors such as the physical setting where the
interaction is taking place, the relationship between the
participants and the goal of the interaction. On he other hand a
critical goal supposes "investigating verbal interaction with an
eye to their determination by and their effects on social
structures" (1985: 747)
Fairclough constructs his hypothesis from two main
assumption!»:
(i) (...) verbal iaicracliou it • «ode of social acuno «ad Ilk« other
•ode« of social aclio« h presupone» a rufe of what I »ball
lootcly call 'tiritclum' - which arc reflected ta the 'knowledge
baw' - tactedtaf social it) «entres, wteatioMl types, laa|iufe
DOTBM of laa|M«fc use.
(ii) (...) t bete tifwtwfi arc not oaly presupposed by, aad
accessary comíáioaa in, action, but «re uhn the products oi
actioo; or i» a diffcreai if:aiaolofy, actioa reproducer
«ranura. (198J:
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Thtëatataa^aed

The
question to now wh«t kind of even« will provide
M with the
of integrating micro- with
macro-linguistic research. According to Fairciough, the best
source of data is the institutionalized speech behaviour where
individuals have clearly acknowledged roles and at the same
time the institution has a role in the general structure of the
society.
We may regañí ta iastil·iioa as a sort of 'spvccb community with
its own particular repertoire of tpeech evenu, detcribable in
icrau of tac tot u of 'coapoa««!*' which eihnof ranak work oa
speaUaf aas ci iiierc mined. (IMS: 749)

Being pan of an insti tu ion such äs an acthropologj
department in an American university does not only mean
acquiring knowledge, it also means seeking acceptance and a
position in a social world wnich is defined by a series of
standards set up ultimately by the scientific community in its
effort to produce something relevant to society. It is because of
this that my study of an area of the everyday life of this
institution may shed some light upon the socio-cultural
structures of the society of whk ii it is a part.

SJ. Two issues in analyzing recorded conversation

Tue fl*s! probten with which the analyst of natural speech
It confronte» is the degree of naturalness oi the data collected
since the informed consent of the participants is uéíd^d before
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the tape-recording session. Blorn aod Guraperi (1972) tfld
Ubov (1973), among others, argue that if there to a relatively
large number of participants who have oapiiif social
relationships, they won forget the tape-recorder. Thiï is %s
issue that needs to be debated, but in a/>y caie it b not
applicable to the prrsent research because most of the
recordings were baled on dyadic interactions.
At risk of sounding pessimistic, I would say that there is
very little the researcher can do to avoid this problem. One
possibility, already mentiooed, is to create an atmosphere of
trust among the participants and the researcher. Nevertheless,
through the assessment questionnaires and interviews I had with
the participants afer the conversations, ! came to the
conclusion thai whether the subjects arc aware or uot of liée
tape-recording depends very much co the individual concerned
and the subject of the conversation.
The second issue to be raised is the question of how
faithrul a reflection of the real event a tape-recorded
conversation is. 1 think, along with Tannen (1984), that, in the
same way as a literary work of art become* independent from
the author once it is in the hands of the reader, a piece of
transcribed conversation is alto subject to the reader's
interpretation, which does not necessarily have to coincide with
that of the participant. Moreover« talk is only on« part of an
integrated complex in the communication phenomenon, which
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include! facial expression, body movement;, spatia' situation,
etc. There to also the question that, In wire cases, cither
because the p^nictpants ««re ipesk.ag softly or moving around
the room, recording was very deficient. Csiei in «werlappinf
•»!§«> contributed to the same
The f^norama presented above may se&m almoi- hopeless,
However, the other side of the cum is this:
(i) In real interactions the-e is much communicaîicn bated on
wbiii was said before and on the expectations of the participants
rather than on the understanding of the actvil words uttered. In
trying to nt&ae up for a lack of accuracy in tape-recording, we
are simply paralleling the workings of the mind.
(ii) Redundancy in communication allows us to retrieve at a
bier stage i great deal of what was not understood previously in
¿he conversation.

The fact that in order to present data an«i resets we need
to include the further distortion of transcripts may be another
source of misinterpretation. To ibis I must add t ha; * ased the
transcripts only as a support, and that most of the analysis was
done based on repeated listenings. Yet etch reader will
necesj.rily have their own interpretation as hî/shc reads the
*

transcribed segments of the talk.
To the question of accuracy in the interprétation of data,
one may answer t n two different ways:
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and especially to social «exocet, tb«
ü not aiming « offering THE «^«^m, ^ «,,
powjble explf nation (T«nnen 1984).
(ii) Most of the concluiions arrived M ig the present rescue«
Î»« been reached through (•> the ippetreance of recurrent
patterns, (b) the native speakers' intuitions, tod (c) the
assessment of the tape-recording with the participants
theffjei*es.
5.4. Transcription system
!n order to transcribe the data I have basically followed
Scbenkein (1978: xi-xvi). For the transcriptions of words or
verbalisations for which there is noe an established written
version, the basic orthographic rules of the language have been
followed.

! Overlapping turns: The point at which an ongoing utterance
is joined by another is marked with a single vertical line.
- Contiguous turns: When there is to noticeable pause
be twee • i two contiguous turns by different speakers an equal
sip aopears . ; the end of a turn and at the beginning of the
next one.
> Unbroken turn: In order to increase the readability of the
transcrip^ ,, h is necessary sometimes to accommodate a
then intervention by another participant which does not
interrupt the flow of speech of the previous speaker. In this

»111-

me a pointed bracket fe used at the «ad of the Urn below
which tltt interruption to» feet* insetted and at the
beginning of the line belonging to the same turn.
- Pames: Although pauses have not bata timed, dishes hive
bean usad lo order to give a« idaa of the different length. A
single dash corresponds to a short but noticeable pauta
which bréate the flow of speech. Two dashes are used for
longer pautas. Intervals of si'rnce between turns ara
indicated by square bracket*.
. Intonation: A period indicates sentence final falling
intonation, not necessarily followed by a pause.
, Intonation: A comma is used to signal clause-final falling
intonation, with an indication that there is more to come.
? intonation: A question mark indicates the rising intonation
typical of questions.
' Intonation: An apostrophe at the end of an utterance
indicates a terminal rising pitch in an utterance pronounced
with a general lower pitch than that of standard ouestions;
utterance* following this kind of intonation pattern seem to
convey a sense of already mentioned and, at toe same time, a
disposition to continue speaking.
: Pronuiiciaticn: A colon has been used to indicate a
lengthening of the sound or syllable it follows.
h Pronunciation: When an utterance is delivered while
laughing the letter 'h* in ptrer,thesis has been inserted
between the different words.
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FrofMKiMkm tod cofctcitus! infcmnttion: Coraneou on
A« quality of iptMtb ts well a« th« context ht* been
îattrttd in ita'kt »nd between ;qu«re brackets.

^

^oudoess: Utterances proiiouncefl in a $oft tone o. voice,
ü tf tit specke, were talking to hinuelf, herself, are
indicated liy means of a circumflex accent, *, at the
btginning and et the end.

(...) Trwttcriptioa problems: When IB utterance, or part of it,
IK* not been understood a series of dots between single
parentheses are used, (...). The number of don on be
increased whenever it is necessary to indicate the exact
teiigth of the inaudible segment. Wordi
parentheses, ( ), indicate uncertain transcript^,,.
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CHAPTER VI. ANALYSIS OF THE AMERICAN
ENCOUNTERS

4,9, Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is basically to provide an
inventory of the different ways in which sociolingüístic,
discourse, and strategic 'interactional requirements' are realized
in the actual events. The analysis is atoo intended to show that it
is possible to attempt a functiouil description in conversation
analysis by integraiing different system of meaning (Schiffrin
1988:271):
(...) OM very ftacraJ need il cuiverutio« aotlytU is the
fcrMiililipi of tped& «ad evpirkdly u^iabk propwitkw«
•bom ct'Qvenaiio«. Fof euapie, »*ay «Mwcnaife*« aviilytts
llM pinicHlar way» oí uyiaf toseikica, e.g. ceruib
expmsiuu, wty» of eadiag or t»aimi*f • tvn, are toed ta
ooBveruikMi becaiue of die ANKI^M ih*i they »erve. Yet,
(«•ctioMlttf perspective« te jeMral require speciflcMMM of as
ovcrtil jynrm w^Hw «ME fuadioM we dcficrJ (Halliday 1913).
spedficaitoi of MME sytuau ii^ftt MI ooly help
aMlysis foramlaie tes^abk hypotheses «boui the
fvavtiow of particHlar ilectt, tat «igh« also allow a precise
de«criptio« of bow #fftn*t tysttms are ia(c|i·ie4 Ui coaversatio«
Mtf why particvlar iteaw tie eoMiraeBow iherefore have
ii tali:
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Tbe analysis will it based M the specific strategies
adopted by the partkipantt in the encounter M fulfill each of
toe interactional requirements. These strategic» will be specified
iafcuiatiottaitei ms, that k n tay, in connection with the kind of
speech action they aro intended MI cany out. Formai
characteristics will also tie iiltd to further describe the ways in
which conversationalists transform their knowledge of the
linguistic code into strategic actions with specific goals.
The analysis of twenty different examples of the same kind
of speech event should allow for, in the first place, an analysis
based on the sequential accountability of utterances (i.e. the
interpretation of ail the utterances in a text and their coherent
sequencing). Secondly, a large corpus of data such as the one
analyzed in this research should provide us with the possibility
of looking for distributional accountability, that is, an analysis
based on the full range of environments in which a particular
item occurs (Schtffriu 1987:69).
From a pedagogical point of view, it is als interesting to
approach conversation no: as a ready-made inventory of possible
recipes that the conversationalist can choose from. Apart from a
few conversational routines» the specific circumstances of every
encounter mike it impossible to attempt any

'safe*

generalization. A de:ailed analysis of a number of examples of
one type of speech event should allow the language learner to
become sensitive not only to certain parts of the interactive
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ritutl but »too to tb« very lubtte brctt ihM brihf the encounter
to ont outcome or »amber. The laopiigt teirner fbould not be
expected M itttet this type of encounter but to apply his/her
sensitivity m otter types of speech event, and from his/her
observation «ad analysis be »Me to discover by himseltfberseif
appropriate patterns of interactional behaviour.

6.1. The multifunctionality of linguistic Items

One of the first things that an analysis of verbal
interactions brings to relevance is tlie multiplicity of functions
of certain segments in the three components of what has been
defined as pragmatic competence. This is the case, for example,
of parenthetical verbs (e.g. I believe I could do a good job),
modals (e.g. it's very complicated ii mst be an Aztec - thing),
backchannel tokens (e.g. yeah), and topicaliietl expressions (e.g.
leal I need from you then is a badget), among others. Let us
explain in what way these segments can be considered as
developing more than one function in the sociolingüístic,
discourse or
competerán.

strategic

co^fjonents

of

communicative

In the case of the parenthetical verb I believe we could say
that if we pay attention to the literal meaning of the expression,
it indicates a certain state of information, specifically a lack of
absolute certainty. Therefore, we should classify it under the
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labei Informatioo Muageneat Bur a parcmhetict] veit such M
thii ooe, preceding e sutemeot, «Uo contributes to diminish the
impression of tssertivcDess of the individual resulting in •
positive Presentation of Self. Furfherroorf, by means of the
mam parenthetical verb, the speaker can face t

Human

Constraint due to Uie lack of certainty of knowledge.
The saae happens with the three other segments suggested
as examples of multifunctionaiity. The modal verb •••! points
to the state of information (Information Management), which is
different from that indicated by awiy, for instance, but at the
same time it suggest» a certain (imitation in the possession of
knowledge (Human Constraint). Hie backchannel token yeafc is
a marker through which the speaker claims attention to what is
being said and passes on his/her opportunity to take the floor
(Turn T^ki.ig), but it also indicates a state of agreement, which
may be interpreted as either Social Distance (a possible
paraphrase would be "I am cióse to you because we haw certain
ide&» in common") or information Management (in this case the
paraphrase would be "I was already familiar with that
information*). Finally, the pseudo-cleft sentence what 1 aced
(~.) Is a bvdftt, serves the druble function of introducing a
different aspect of the topic (Topic) and, at the same time, focus
the attention of the addressee (Information Management).
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s airea* ,x>inud r*t by Kailiday
Thii ante iotrodum the kiea that i tut is
Hit product of tbrw functional couponenu: (i) th« i«¡aational
compooent ("tanguc^e n 'about wmethini""), (ü) the
interpersonal component (language at doing something"), and
the textual component (what make* language "operational In a
cont-Mi of situation"). In trying M describe how the three
functional component» work in the production of a icxt he uses
the following word«:
«re tknc
Tbcy »re the Modes of
M every raewl
•*

el tks »cauMk »yuca?
Ihn wt prawn i« every «se of
A tea is • prodrct of «U (tac; it
u vftâcft difTercMi temutíe «elodks
tobe realized

it
•triwiwes.
ttraetM* M the wkofc

cuMribiil¿» • btad of

From the point of view of practical analysis of linguistic
data one of the best examples of an attempt to cope with the
multifunctionaliiy of language if the work of Schiffrin (1987). In
her study of discourse markers she distinguishes among four
different «ructures or planes:
(i) Exchange structure, based on the alternation of role« of the
participants in n interaction between ypeaker and hearer; the
unit of analysis in this plane to the turn of speech.

•MI*

(H) Action jtmoitfr, which accounu fer the sequentUl
orginiMt ion of »ctiow; the unit of &ottysU i n this case is the
speech»«.
(iii) Ideattoncd
(propositions)

structure,

consisting

>i semantic units

(hr) Participation framework, which takes into account the
different roles which speaker and hearer can adopt in »a
interaction and the different relationship*, established between
them (e.g. doctor, patient, addressee, ove r herrer, etc.)
The analyst's need to «insider specific linguistic segments
as fulfilling more than one interactional function can be seen in
ihe list below, which includes all the Uffereat clusters of
fonctions that appear In the coding list of the A) American
encounters and the 5 Catalan encounters. The labels used for
each 'inieractionai requirement' have been abbreviated in the
following wsy:
PS Presentation of Selr
SD Social Distance

P
I
T
IT
IM

Power
Imposition
Topic
Turn Taking
Information Management

Q

Goal

1C Human Constraint
LC Language Constraint
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CATALAN ENCOUNTEHS

TMaff

US

TT/tM

US

Off?

HA

TT/SO

M

PS/IM

HOTT

TT/LC

PS^

W

nimc
•t/rr/ijc

IM/T

IM
men
tm

PS/IX

LC/I

IM/HC

MM

(VTT

VIT

IM/LC/PS
PSyj
SD/U

IM/TT/PS

WfTT
P/IM

TT/SD

G/SD:

IM^

T/SD

P/IM

PS/P/1

B£TT/PS

tntc

IM/SD

P/MM

m

BIAJC

VÎT

PS/TT

TI/T
T/SO

pyiM
vm
tn

SD/IM.TT

T/W:

SD/1M/TT

IMAC

PSrtT/LC
P/IM.T

PS^

Bi^/TT

HOPS
G/P/I

P/I/TT

PS/LC

IM/P/PS

G/IM

SD/LC

HOSD

PMD

PS»
G/P/I

GAT/IM

SD/PV

wo

G/IM

HOI

HOPS

Without attempting any exhaustive analysis of the data
presented •bora, it night be interesting 10 see the linguistic
realizations of the most frequent clusters.
Tbe most frequent cluster (TT/IM) in the case of the
American encounters involves all those one-word tokens which
while providing the necessary backchannel for the previous
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W continue developing hfi/her intended
suceed to indicating some kind of reaction to (or understand!ng
of) the information received. Items that appear in the data with
this multiple function art: yiefc, right, thai*! rifat, 1 k*ow,
thai'» vety iattrtstiag, anticipation of the previous speaker's
tora. The tokens ok and alright appear with • similar degree of
frequency to those mentioned above. Their presence, however, is
connected with the negotiation of the outcomes or goals of the
interaction. This if the reason why they have been labelled
G/TT.
The next cluster with the highest frequency <°S/IM)
consists mainly of parenthetical verbs whose function is to
reduce the impression of assenivcn«*,* given by the *peaker.
This is done by presenting the message as subjective rather than
objective information. Examples found in the data are it »«e»ed
III», I fhlBk, 1 don't yrow, I |»tss.
Parenthetical verbs and modal verbs are the main linguistic
features of expressions classified under the cluster I/IM. They all
involve directive actions by the powerful participant, the
Professor, who tries to diminish the impositive load by means of
transforming the directive into an expression of a subjective
opinion or by miking it a hypothetical fact. The following are
examples found in the data: l l»iak/tho«ghi, I wo»ld sMgftst,

'

The

M include» • KO«* of expressions through

whkh the speaker makes explicit the difference la Power
Mining between tac participants by «opea i ing to his/her rights
upon the negative face of the othti. Thus, in the ant of the
Professor, ht may utter expressions like yoa doal aavt to do It
aow relieving the «¿dressée fron an action ht could perfectly
impose. Other expression* by the Professor making Power
relevant by means of an act of Imposition are: that's what I
«MM yom to do, I'd kiad of like you to, etc. All the expressions
used by the Student with this double function are addressed to
question his/her right* to impose his/her wishes on the
Professor. Two maia groups can be found. On the one hand,
there are those segments which address the requirement
directly: do yo» havt a •!••!•, sorry to take ap your UBM, I
appréciait thai, laaaks. etc. On the other hand, the Student can
resort to a group of non-imposing items like parenthetical verbs*
modals, coordinating clauses and questions; e.g. I mis thiakiag;
could I do that aiaybt: do you waat IBM door shut? or opta?
or...; how about Monday?
Pseudo-cleft sentences are the most obvious example of the
functional cluster IM/T. This type of sentences can be described
as iubjeti-prttlicaior-wbjeci attribute sentences, in whkh the
subject is realized by a neuf-clause, the predicator by a form of
be and the subject attribute by a noun phrase or an infinitive;
e.g. what yoa waaaaa do It _
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The expressions («belled » PS/LC accomplish t he. double
function of increasing or diminishing

the communicative

tHiétívtiie» of language (LC), and in doing this saving the
speaker's face (PS). An example of this double function is the
prosodically and lexically distinct group of expressions of joy
which tre not typical of the formal context in which they take
plact, and which were uttered by one of the professors to
another professor who bad brought a present: oh boy, yo« aadt
«y day, oooor Another example

** utterances like sht's

•«t r*al skilled, she's ki.d of

¿da't n.ke very »uck

§§•§§, etc. Here the presence of cmpnasizers (real, vtry nacb)
or downtoners (und «f* allows the speaker to save the
face-damaging effect of the expression without having to look
for an alternative.
In the Catalan encounters, the most frequent cases of
muhihinctionality ire TT/1M, TT/SD, and TT/LC. TT/IM
involves one-wow backchannel tokens like ja, sí or vocalizations
like mkm, km. The higher frequency of TT/SO in the Catalan
than in American encounters is due to the presence of the
tokens tfc?, ••!, and ••?, which seem to accomplish the double
function of promoting interactivity by demanding some kind of
response on the listener (TT), and conveying ? message of
solidarity by suggesting that the listener's reaction to what is
being said is essential for the development of discourse. This
device is used mainly by the Professor; e.g.

Çt

% receaiió wbrclol NO te ftp re*«» - gfr? un re'.»« li uacs
fti>«lttats moll cMàKOtt qus ¿s - eh: «t-er què és «I <pe diu Ha
lliure ¿we llegir »q u» II ¡libre - mm? (1075-107Í1)

We can distinguish two types of expressions labeled a»
TT/LC. On the one hand, them is the repetition of bai-k channel
tokens UN ja

and si 10

reinforce

the impression o*

understanding conveyed Hy inose two items. On the other hand,
we have a speciiic use of the question tag *h?, intended to draw
the attention of the listener to the exceptional nature of the
information, while demanding some kind of reaction; e.g. eslava
illliteh? i h

6.2. Sociolingüístic compétence

6.2.1. Presen t» lion of Self

The M 'ategies used by (he participants confronting the
need in «how their personality are all aimed at constructing a
self socnliy accepta, le m ,n academic context, in the first place
tnert is

need to avoid » degree uf assertivenaii which may

cause the individual to be rejected bfcauie of his/her negative
qualities (e.g. proud, selfish, impcritive, etc.). The second
stravegy comi&te of expsaining and justifying previous or future
ber.dviour (vtrbal or non-vrbal). This strategy is particularly
re'evant in an academic scientific context where reasoning is
comianUy proifiited m s taie need for human development, in

.

fkt tiiirit place, tiic speaker may explicitly display e positive self
by emphasising those positive characteristics of the self and
avoiding the negative ones. A fourth strategy apparently consists
of piccisely tht oppose e action to the previous one, that it
denying a positive iclf. The uhimnts aim of this strategy is,
however, to present it positive self by emphasizing the modesty
of the speaker. Finally, the speaker can introduce personal
attitudes and feelings intended to 'humanize' what in theory is a
purely transactions! encounter, with its participants representing
not individuals but institutions.

A. Avoiding assertiveness

The image one gives of himself/herself depends greatly on
the models a social group defines is ideals. Assertiveness and
directness are necessary features of that model for certain social
groups in American society. However, this does not seem to be
the case in an intellectual context like a university. The
prevalent rationalist ideology, according to which nothing can be
said to be certain unti! is has been proved to be so, is perhaps
the main reason for the lack of assertive ness. Danger of being
understood is 'imposing one's views' is another possibility, and
it will be dealt with more in depth in the corresponding section.
In this group we generally find utterances hedged with
parenthetical verbs (Jucker: 19Í6) like think, believe, guess,
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ta«w, r*MBÍMr( etc., or expresiicnt functioning syntactically as
disjuncts1 (e.g. as 1 rtncmbtr; as far as I can u«i; froaa what 1
•BdarttAMi). Tli« function «f all of them is m introduce some
cuts acknowledging the subjectivity of the statement and,
therefore, the possibility for it not to be an accuute reflection
of past, present ot future state of affairs.

Well I got ; Or Giffl? aez did one bwi I can't I don't know
what !'m supposed to do with it now, if, should jusi
c*rry it with ate \diaiiiag\ Tbk thing they run, they
»¿ta M I oo»'t ka*» 1 •*«• because t ¡'is ub
foundation is being reorganized or it Jut secas l« ne
like 1 keep gelling different tHingi in tbc mail li's noi
cot sure wh*t\ going oil. 115-20)

In (1) we hive a Student who is suggesting a possible
explanation for the apparent malfunctioning of the organization
to which she is applying for

a fellowship (it is being

reorganized). We can notice the insertion of three hedges: two
preceding the explanation ("I don't know"; "I guess") and one
following it ("it just seems to me").

According to g u irk « ti, (IMS: 612-431) Agwftcu are *i|·lnctkally
more detached* from the rett of Ike elements ¡a til. tenteace ««d
express u cvnlutdoo of wn«i is being said cither tm respect lu the form
of coa>aun:calion or to its conten;.
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Another possibility is tb« us« of modal verbs or adverbs
indicating hypothetical rather than factual meaning.
(2)
(P;
S

U's very awkward to much people doo'l do it, but if you're
tryiog to imprès»
M«ykc I kbwiM jus! |o ahead and si riag them aioag.
(3200-320^)

In (2) the Professor and the Student are discussing in a wry
relaxed way the advantages and disadvantages of the hispànic
tradition of keeping both paternal and maternal names. Hie
Student seems to be convinced about the advantages and she is
consider. ng ihe possibility of applying this to herself.
There is still a third option to carry out this strategy, and
that is the insertion of adjectival/adverbial expressions
functioning as down tuners (sort of, not really, pretty much, kind
of, like) which in a sense dilute the semantic strength of the
word/phrase they accompany.
(3)
P

S
>f

And uh we some, whatever you get, SOIDC, you know, clever
way» of gelling soae new i af or mai ion OB this, and what >
|Mhœ
cuuld make il w»rt »f a really anthropologie«! Urne of
, (3493-S496)

The interest of (3) stems from the apparently contradictory
pretence of two downtoners ("sort of, "kind of) and one
emphastier

("really").

The
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explanation involves

the
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consideration that the two dowmoners modify the noun "study*,*
which refers to the task being discussed, and that the
ernphasizer modifies the adjective "anthropological", referring to
the type of task and not the task itself.

A Explaining und justifying

People sometimes do things which can be interpreted in a
different way from the i n »ended one. Therefore, if they want to
maintain a positive public image some clarification is needed. It
is also necessary sometimes to justify a certain action. Otherwise
it would be interpreted as an act of arbitrariness and this also
affects negatively one's face. The explanation may be required in
the case of either a verbal action or a non-vernal one.
Although there exists a great disparity in terms of formal
features amor g the utterances realizing this function, there are
certain regularities involving mainly the connectors used to
introduce these utterances in thé discourse.
(4)
Mhffl ub - well it see«! to «nc that - you know ! I - if if
we could %*lv»ge - ue 14*a*l BHTM U • acgalhc
•tMt, I MM It to • pMltlvt MM**, maybe aa
uf ihm paper (173S-171Í)
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As we can see in (4), when introducing a« explanaron for a
suggestion he hu made (Le. m salvage the problem of creating a
whole new research for an honours degree) there is m
progression or switch of topic. In this example the subject has
chosen to indicate thii by means of the expression "I don't
mean".
In the case of justification the relationship of coherence
hemeen the utterances is one of reason and, thus, whenever an
explicit marker is needed the connective because can fulfill this
function
(5)
P

b
>P
b

Uko uhu. Ok. YOU t hi only nh it you'll kicd of Slave to move
quickly wilh your application and the fees, aad ihicgs >
| Mho
ükc that
Right

P

&e<a«»c w« have to hav* lit »«ary is ibc account M m
OUR a draw • check to pay eh« sBiveriUy è**m there.
(5931-5936)

b

And üb ! was a - leachicg mawui for NUBC/.
cutturki. And ] believe I ¿utiid do a good ji)b teaching >
|Ha»ahBi>
cultural anthropology. i ha.t § i«l «f il as a mmsiien
al F.S.U. Í2124-2127

(6)

P
>S
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AM^nit oí OM America«

Extracts (5) aod fi) exemplify the mtê m inir/tuc*
justification« immediately after statemenis which, if MI
justified, may sound excessive,y arbitrary (i.e. "you'll htve w
move quickly"; "I can do a pod

job teaching cultural

anthropology"). W he rea: in (5) the presence of the logical
connector seems to be due to the fact that tNe content of the
turn mus! be dearly linked 10 the previous one ^y the same
speaker, ?, the contiguity of statement and justification in (6)
dispenses with the connector "because".

C. Displaying a positive self

In order tc present a positive face the speaker can choose
between trying to avoid negative impressions or emphasizing
those positiva aspects of the self. The first kind of situation
usually takes place whenever the subject is confronted with the
dilemma of, on the one hand, following G rice's Maxim oí
Quality (i.e. do no» say what you believe to be false) and, on the
other hand, maintaining their positive face. From the
expressions mer tioncd below we can see ¿ha: a positive face
includet ell tho^e features that make somebody a good student
or a good professor (certainty of knowledge, willingness for
intellectual improvement, and capacity for playing the role
assumed). Most of tlie expressions included as part of this
s''jtcg> involve the modification of negative u iterances which
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'

would danwge At speaker's face. Tbi» modifkatioa CM ht don*
\yy using t vtrb carrying fewer negative connotations (e.g. !'•
m» Mft for 1 dot'* tarn, IV ratter MI ror i tfecl MM lo/ m
by modifying

the verbal complements with eropUsizers

increasing t*ieir positiv- meaning (e.g. it's awl ¥*y §ml instead
of It's «ol good; other modif^rs «re really, eiawtry, cltarty,
**1l4ly, quilt, etc.). The result of this last subsirate.^y is thai ihe
negative impression is smaller because the standard has been
increased tjd, therefore, one can expect mam failures to reach
thai standard.
(7)

P

s

Whâi hm* yoy donc ia your paper w í». '
t've I've doae wme rradiaç uha - »ad Marled pulling a few
ide,%. fi'?*.», but it's il'» ju»l MM |oiog u util M ufe« IVM tfelftUftf U VMM - Aod - uhB - lo tell you the
truth, what I'd really lit« lo do u ju*t • forge! about tbe

Et trac t (?) shown» ho even in a 'desperate* situation where the
Student must face the face-damaging effects of having to dfop
the honours programme, the still makes an attempt to disguise
the reality by making it a relative rather than an absolute i«sue
(i.e. "it's just not going as well as - uhm I was thinking it would*
instead of "it's not going well").
A second strategy conuits of emphasizing positive
characteristics of the self like intellectual competence, academic
interest and responsibility, coherent utintting. etc. A common
formal feature of the segments us«d to carry out this strategy is
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of verbs ci internai state conjugated in the first

I fMtst lac I guest tte ilfM thiag ú I JON feel real
dift&alitlied, not with «te I'm doing nccct&#nly,
bectwe !'• ml iftttawttd ta what !'• eciaf, but I
tel Ike it's BM really a«caoartl> «feat ?•• waal.
Uhu
I «eau you re looking for - spark». (¿Mffeirrj
Vian, ok
lAadaod Idon 1 « reatly know-jh - w blhcfflore I looked
al œy paper awl the aaore I read,
Mam
the more I be§ea to realize thai wiui I could do was • lot
less ¡"tac what I waatrd 'A do. (52U-5225)

Extract (8) involves examples of th« two substrategies
mentioned in this section: presenting positive aspects of the self
("I'm re«! interested in what I'm doing") and hedging the
negative aspect« ("really"; "necessarily"). The Professor anu the
Student here are discussing the subject of a paper and the way to
deal with it

D. Emphasizing modesty

A feature of positive face which has no: been mentioned so
far relates to the .\)0d*sty Maxi- in Leech's (1983: 136-138)
Politeness Principle:
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1)

praise of self

2) Maximize dispraise of self.
All of the examples related to this strategy belong to
students' utterances. The reason for this fact is that through
their modesty the students are iraplk.itly reaffirming their .ole
of learners, willing to receive and accept the professor's
knowledge and ideas. Thus, the display of negative features of
the self result also in the presentation of a positive public
image, o«e that is reedy to acknowledge and accept its
imperfections.

* Weil, "* - it's gcona be to - acal living with « family.
It's gonna be u range.

P
P
s

The families are - «re very verv friendly.
TfctyfcjMWthai we'rt - we're Just 4anh Aaichcaw. right?
\Uu.^r\ Whit (h) I'll (h) go (h) throueh \lauffi'<r\
(ál01-él06)

In (9) the Student wants to enroll in a Spanish summer course
to be held in Mexico, under the direction of the Professoi. In
this case the Student resorts to 'maximizing dispraise of self by
presenting herself (and the rest of Americans!) as not ready to
have an experience abroad.
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The expressions included in this group could be mentioned
as perfect f.xsmples of HalJiday's expressive function of
lanpage. The kind of information they convey is not facts cr
experiences the speaker has internalized. It is information tnn;
rcfiecta the internal stale of the speaker, h h very common to
find here expressions which are not part of formal repertoires
(e.g. dann, oil boy), ready-made expressions (e.g. good days
these days, thank you one aid ill), but it is mainly verbs
indica'ing likes, dislikes, preferences, suites, hopes, etc.
conjugated in the first person.

(10)
SI
P
51

Uh did you put the pictures up two weeks ago ?
j Yah.
\¡aughui\ (si u surjmsed because when site vas in the office
two weeks ago sht had IK* noticed ihtm]

f

[laugh<tr\

52

Ok ay §M^MM ! 1toy«ttof pictitrc. iiet

(1959-1963)

In (10) the Student expresses a personal taste (i.e. "I love that
picture1) and he Joes so by including two colloquial expressions
(i.e. "oh my goodness*; "isn't that something"). In ( I I ) we c»n
sec the Student trying io convey to the teacher his positive
feeiinp towards the job.
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P
S

It »cuads like • nice job
I h»H fo. !'• I*«»
(2:33-21*6)
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never been ibère, but

